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Abstract: This paper discusses the rare event simulation for a fixed prob-
ability law. The motivation comes from problems occurring in watermarking
and fingerprinting of digital contents, which is a new application of rare event
simulation techniques. We provide two versions of our algorithm, and discuss
the convergence properties and implementation issues. A discussion on recent
related works is also provided. Finally, we give some numerical results in wa-
termarking context.
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Simulation d’événements rares pour une loi de
probabilité fixée
Résumé : Cet article traite de la simulation d’événements rares pour une loi
de probabilité donnée. Il trouve son origine dans des problèmes d’estimation
de fausse alarme en watermarking et fingerprinting, domaines d’applications
nouveaux pour les techniques d’événements rares. Nous proposons deux versions
de notre algorithme, donnons une étude théorique des propriétés de convergence
et détaillons les questions d’implémentation. Ceci est finalement illustré par des
simulations dans le domaine du watermarking.
Mots-clés : Événements rares, simulation multi-niveaux adaptative, nor-
malité asymptotique, probabilité de fausse alarme.
Rare event simulation 3
1 Introduction and motivation
The goal of this work is to deal with rare events for a fixed probability law.
Unlike many other works concerning rare event estimation and simulation, we
are simply concerned here with events of the type {X ∈ A} for some random
element X, with P(X ∈ A) ≪ 1, and with no dynamical model for X (i.e. X
is not a process indexed by the time). In order to use the framework developed
for Markov processes (see [5, 10]), we construct a family of Markov transition
kernels whose invariant measures are the law of X restricted on smaller and
smaller sets, the smallest being A. As usual when using a splitting technique in
rare event simulation, we decompose the rare event in not so rare nested events,
with the product of probabilities being the probability of the rare event.
Our motivation for this framework comes from problems occurring in water-
marking of digital contents. Here the term watermarking refers to a set of
techniques for embedding/hiding information in a digital file (typically audio or
video), such that the change is not noticed, and very hard to remove. See [17]
for details.
In order to be used in an application, a watermarking technique must be reliable.
Here are two application scenarii where a wrong estimation of the probability
of error could lead to a disaster.
Copy protection. Assume commercial contents are encrypted and water-
marked and that future consumer electronics storage devices have a watermark
detector. These devices refuse to record a watermarked content. The probabil-
ity of false alarm is the probability that the detector considers an original piece
of content (which has not been watermarked) as protected. The movie that
a user shot during his holidays could be rejected by this storage device. This
absolutely non user-friendly behavior really scares consumer electronics manu-
facturers. In the past, the Copy Protection Working Group of the DVD forum
evaluated that at most one false alarm should happen in 400 hours of video [17].
As the detection rate was one decision per ten seconds, this implies a probability
of false alarm in the order of 10−5. An accurate experimental assessment of such
a low probability of false alarm would demand to feed a real-time watermarking
detector with non-watermarked content during 40,000 hours, i.e. more than 4
years! Proposals in response of the CPTWG’s call were, at that time, never
able to guarantee this level of reliability.
Fingerprinting. In this application, users’ identifiers are embedded in pur-
chased content. When content is found in an illegal place (e.g. a P2P network),
the right holders decode the hidden message, find a serial number, and thus
they can trace the traitor, i.e. the customer who has illegally broadcast their
copy. However, the task is not that simple because dishonest users might col-
lude. For security reason, anti-collusion codes have to be employed. Yet, these
solutions (also called weak traceability codes [2]) have a non-zero probability
of error (defined as the probability of accusing an innocent). This probability
should be, of course, extremely low, but it is also a very sensitive parameter:
anti-collusion codes get longer (in terms of the number of bits to be hidden in
content) as the probability of error decreases. Fingerprint designers have to
strike a trade-off, which is hard to conceive when only rough estimation of the
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probability of error is known. The major issue for fingerprinting algorithms is
the fact that embedding large sequences implies also assessing reliability on a
huge amount of data which may be practically unachievable without using rare
event analysis.
2 Assumptions and ingredients
We assume that X is a random element on ❘d for some d > 0, and denote by
µ its probability law on the underlying probability space (Ω,F ,P). We denote
by A the rare set of interest, and we assume that A = {x ∈ ❘d s.t. Φ(x) ≥ L}
for some continuous function Φ : ❘d 7→ ❘ and some real number L. We also
assume that we know how to draw i.i.d. samples from µ.
Now to construct the algorithm, we will need to choose the following ingredients.
First we need to choose an increasing sequence in ❘ {L0, . . . , Ln}, with L0 =
−∞ and Ln = L. If we denote Aj = {x ∈ ❘d, Φ(x) ≥ Lj}, we get a family of
nested sets ❘d = A0 ⊃ A1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ An = A such that P(X ∈ Ak|X ∈ Ak−1) is
not too small. For indices m > n, we assume that Lm = Ln and Am = An. We
also need to choose a Markov transition kernel K on ❘d which is µ-symmetric,
that is
∀(x, y) ∈ ❘2d, µ(dx)K(x, dy) = µ(dy)K(y, dx).
As a consequence, K has µ as an invariant measure.
As we will see in the sequel, the choice of the Lj ’s can be made adaptive and
is thus not an issue. But the choice of the kernel K is crucial. Even if any
µ-symmetric kernel would eventually do the job, we need to carefully choose it
to make the algorithm efficient. We will discuss this point later on.
Now we can consider the following Markov chain: X0 ∼ µ and the inhomoge-
neous transitions given by P (Xk ∈ dy|Xk−1 = x) = MKk (x, dy), with
MKk (x, dy) = K(x, dy)✶Ak(y) + K(x, A
c
k) δx(dy).
For k ∈ {0, . . . , n}, let us denote µk(dx) = 1µ(Ak) ✶Ak(x) µ(dx) the normalized
restriction of µ on Ak.
Proposition 1. The measure µk is invariant by the transition kernel M
K
k .
Proof We have
∫
x
µk(dx)M
K
k (x, dy)
=
∫
x
µk(dx)(K(x, dy)✶Ak(y) + K(x, A
c
k) δx(dy))
=
∫
x
∫
z
µk(dx)K(x, dz)(✶Ak(z)δz(dy) + ✶Ack(z)δx(dy))
INRIA
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so that
∫
x
µk(dx)M
K
k (x, dy)
=
∫
x
1
µ(Ak)
✶Ak(x)µ(dx)K(x, dy)✶Ak(y)
+
∫
z
1
µ(Ak)
✶Ak(y)µ(dy)K(y, dz)✶Ack(z)
=
∫
x
1
µ(Ak)
✶Ak(x)µ(dx)K(x, dy)✶Ak(y)
+
∫
z
1
µ(Ak)
✶Ak(y)µ(dz)K(z, dy)✶Ack(z)
= µk(dy).

Proposition 2. For every test function ϕ, for k ∈ {0, . . . , n}, we have the
following Feynman-Kac representation
µk+1(ϕ) =
❊[ϕ(Xk)
∏k
j=0 ✶Aj+1(Xj)]
❊[
∏k
j=0 ✶Aj+1(Xj)]
.
Proof We use induction to show that
❊[ϕ(Xk)
k
∏
j=0
✶Aj+1(Xj)] = µ(Ak+1) µk+1(ϕ).
The case k = 0 is obvious. Then assume the property true for k − 1. We write,
using the Markov property and proposition 1,
❊[ϕ(Xk)
k
∏
j=0
✶Aj+1(Xj)]
= ❊[❊[ϕ(Xk)✶Ak+1(Xk)|X0, . . . , Xk−1]
k−1
∏
j=0
✶Aj+1(Xj)]
= ❊[MKk (ϕ✶Ak+1)(Xk−1)
k−1
∏
j=0
✶Aj+1(Xj)]
= µ(Ak) µk(M
K
k (ϕ✶Ak+1))
= µ(Ak) µk(ϕ✶Ak+1).
Now it is obvious that
µk(ϕ✶Ak+1) = µk+1(ϕ)
µ(Ak+1)
µ(Ak)
.
RR n° 6792
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Then taking the case ϕ = ✶ we have
❊[
k
∏
j=0
✶Aj+1(Xj)] = µ(Ak+1),
which concludes the proof.

3 The algorithm
3.1 Fixed levels
From proposition 2 we see that we are in the framework of Feynman-Kac for-
mulae, and thus we can construct an approximation of the associated measures
using an interacting particle method as the one studied in [8]. Basically, at each
iteration k, it consists in propagating the particles according to the transitions
given by MKk , and then in selecting the particles according to the potentials,
here ✶Ak+1 (i.e. a zero-one valued function in this case).
Also note that moving a particle according to MKk is twofold: first we propose
a new transition according to K, and accept the transition only if it stays in
Ak, keeping the old position otherwise.
Concerning the approximation of the rare event probability, we just consider
the following obvious property
P(X ∈ An) =
n−1
∏
k=0
P(X ∈ Ak+1|X ∈ Ak)
= ❊[
n−1
∏
k=0
✶Ak+1(Xk)]
=
n−1
∏
k=0
❊[✶Ak+1(Xk)
∏k−1
m=0 ✶Am+1(Xm)]
❊[
∏k−1
m=0 ✶Am+1(Xm)]
.
We see here that we can approximate at each stage P(X ∈ Ak+1|X ∈ Ak) by
the proportion of the particles already in the next set, and the total probability
is estimated as the product of those.
This gives the algorithm 1, which can also be considered in the rare event sim-
ulation framework as a kind of importance splitting method, introduced for
example by [13] in the context of particle physics, or by [21] in the telecommu-
nication area.
Algorithm 1
Parameters
N the number of particles, the sequence {L0, . . . , Ln} of levels.
Initialization
INRIA
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Draw an i.i.d. N -sample ξj0, j = 1, . . . , N of the law µ.
Iterations
for k = 0 to n − 1 /* level number */
Let Ik = {j / ξjk ∈ Ak+1}.
for j ∈ Ik, let ξ̃jk+1 = ξ
j
k, and for j 6∈ Ik, let ξ̃
j
k+1 be a copy of ξ
ℓ
k
where ℓ is chosen randomly in Ik with uniform probabilities.
Let pk =
|Ik|
N
.
From each sample ξ̃jk+1, j = 1, . . . , N , draw a new sample ξ̂
j
k+1 ∼
K(ξ̃jk+1, .).
If ξ̂jk+1 ∈ Ak+1 then let ξ
j
k+1 = ξ̂
j
k+1, and ξ
j
k+1 = ξ̃
j
k+1 otherwise.
endfor
Output
Estimate the probability of the rare event by P̂A =
n−1
∏
k=0
pk.
The last set of particles is a (non independent) identically distributed
sample of the law of the rare event µn.
The asymptotic behavior as the number of particles N → ∞ of the interacting
particle model we have constructed has been extensively studied in [8]. For
example Proposition 9.4.1 and Remark 9.4.1 give that
√
N(P̂A − P (X ∈ A)) D−−−−−→
N→+∞
N (0, σ2)
Unfortunately, the asymptotic variance σ2 is often not explicit, and depends on
the kernel K in a complicated way. All we can say is that it would be minimal
if we could (which is obviously unrealistic) draw an i.i.d. sample of the law of X
conditionally on the event {Φ(X) ≥ Lk} at each step k, or equivalently apply
an infinite number of time the kernel MKk at each step k (see section 4.2). In
this case, from the discussion in [5], we would have for the asymptotic variance
σ2 =
n−1
∑
k=0
1 − pk
pk
,
with pk = P(Φ(X) ≥ Lk|Φ(X) ≥ Lk−1). This in turn would be minimal1, for a
fixed value of PA and a fixed number of levels, if pk ≡ p0 for all k. In this case,
the asymptotic variance is simply n 1−p0
p0
, with p0 = (PA)
1
n .
If one is not interested in a convergence in distribution like the CLT mentioned
above, but only in the variance of our estimate of the rare event probability, then
1This is a simple constrained optimization problem: min
Pn−1
k=0
1−pk
pk
with the constraint
Qn−1
k=0
pk = PA.
RR n° 6792
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we can use the recent non asymptotic results obtained by some of the authors
in [4]. Under some regularity conditions (mainly mixing property of the kernel
MKk ), using corollary 5.2 of [4], we have that: there exist positive constants αk,
for 0 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, such that for N ≥ N0 =
∑n−1
k=0
αk
pk
,
❊


[
P̂A − PA
PA
]2

 ≤ 4N0
N
,
with pk defined as above. If we assume again the very optimistic (and also very
unrealistic) case where we have an i.i.d. sample, then all the αj ’s are equal to
1, and N0 =
∑n−1
k=0
1
pk
.
It is also worth mentioning that as discussed in [4], this non asymptotic results
can be used to get efficiency result when the probability of the rare event goes
to 0, at least for some favorable settings.
3.2 Adaptive version of the algorithm
As we may not have a great insight about the law µ, the choice of the levels
L1, . . . , Ln might prove to be quite tricky. For example, we want to avoid the
particle system to completely die by choosing two consecutive levels too far
apart. As proposed in [7], the level sets can be chosen adaptively, ensuring that
the particle system will not die, and that the levels are distributed in a way to
minimize the asymptotic variance of the estimate of the rare event probability.
The method is very simple. We choose a prescribed success rate p0 between
two consecutive levels. In practice, 0.75 ≤ p0 ≤ 0.8 works very well. After
each application of the kernel MKk , we sort the particles ξ
j
k+1 according to
their scores Φ(ξjk+1). Then we choose as the next level the empirical quantile
L̂k+1 = Φ(ξ
j0
k+1) such that a proportion p0 of the particles are above it. From
this level L̂k+1, one defines Ak+1, and the rest of the algorithm is unchanged. We
end up with a variant where the levels are evenly spaced in terms of probability
of success, which, as mentioned in [14] and [5], gives a minimal asymptotic
variance.
The algorithm then stops when some L̂n0+1 ≥ L, and the probability is esti-
mated by P̂A = p
n0
0 r, with r being the actual number of particles in the last
iteration being above level L. Note that the number n0 of steps is in theory
random, but with N reasonably large, it is fixed by the ratio of the logarithms
⌊
logP(X ∈ A)
log p0
⌋
(1)
with a probability very close to 1.
The adaptive algorithm is given in Algorithm 2 below.
Algorithm 2
Parameters
N the number of particles, the number N0 < N of succeeding particles,
and let p0 = N0/N .
INRIA
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Initialization
Draw an i.i.d. N -sample ξj0, j = 1, . . . , N of the law µ.
Compute L̂1 the 1 − p0 quantile of Φ(ξj0), j = 1, . . . , N
k = 0;
Iterations
while L̂k+1 < L do
Let Ik = {j /Φ(ξjk) ≥ L̂k+1}.
for j ∈ Ik, let ξ̃jk+1 = ξ
j
k, and for j 6∈ Ik, let ξ̃
j
k+1 be a copy of ξ
ℓ
k
where ℓ is chosen randomly in Ik with uniform probabilities.
From each sample ξ̃jk+1, j = 1, . . . , N , draw a new sample ξ̂
j
k+1 ∼
K(ξ̃jk+1, .).
If Φ(ξ̂jk+1) ≥ L̂k+1 then let ξ
j
k+1 = ξ̂
j
k+1, and ξ
j
k+1 = ξ̃
j
k+1 otherwise.
Compute L̂k+2 the 1 − p0 quantile of Φ(ξjk+1), j = 1, . . . , N .
k = k + 1;
endwhile
Let NL the number of particles ξ
j
k, j = 1, . . . , N , such that Φ(ξ
j
k) ≥ L.
Output
Estimate the probability of the rare event by P̂A =
NL
N
pk0 .
The last set of particles is a (non independent) identically distributed
sample of the law of the rare event µn.
The cost of adaptive levels in term of complexity is just a log N factor (from the
quick sort), and in terms of accuracy it introduces a bias which is asymptotically
zero, as shown in [7]. But the bias was not much discussed in the latter, so we
will give an estimate of it below.
3.3 On the bias for the adaptive algorithm
To be able to use results in [7], we will assume, that at each stage, the new
sample is i.i.d., or equivalently that we apply the kernel an infinite number of
times (see section 4.2 below). This is not realistic, but will provide a useful
insight on how much we should worry about the bias.
Let us write the rare event probability as p = PA = r p
n0
0 , with n0 = ⌊ log plog p0 ⌋
and r = p p−n00 . In the same way we write p̂ = P̂A = r̂ p
n̂0
0 , with n̂0 the number
of steps before the algorithm stops. As shown in [7], the actual number n̂0 of
steps is equal to n0 with any large probability provided N is large enough, so we
assume all the expectations will be taken on the subset of Ω on which n̂0 = n0.
RR n° 6792
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We denote Z = Φ(X), F the cumulative distribution function of Z, and Ln0
the exact level such that P(Z ≥ Ln0) = pn00 . Thus the relative bias is
❊[p̂] − p
p
=
❊[r̂] − r
r
=
❊[P(Z ≥ L|Z ≥ L̂n0)] −P(Z ≥ L|Z ≥ Ln0)
P(Z ≥ L|Z ≥ Ln0)
= ❊
[
P(Z ≥ Ln0) −P(Z ≥ L̂n0)
P(Z ≥ L̂n0)
]
= ❊
[
F (L̂n0) − F (Ln0)
1 − F (L̂n0)
]
= ❊
[
W
a − W
]
with W = F (L̂n0)−F (Ln0) = F (L̂n0)−(1−pn00 ), and a = 1−F (Ln0) = pn00 ≈ 0.
Now considering that (see e.g. [1])
W
a
=
F (L̂n0) − (1 − pn00 )
pn00
a.s.−−−−−→
N→+∞
0,
we rewrite
❊[p̂] − p
p
=
1
a
❊
[
W
1
1 − W
a
]
,
and make an asymptotic expansion near 0,
❊[p̂] − p
p
=
1
a
❊
[
W (1 +
W
a
+ oP(
W
a
))
]
=
1
a
❊[W ] +
1
a2
❊[W 2] +
1
a2
o(❊[W 2]).
Then we will use the following lemma.
Lemma 1.
❊[W ] = ❊[F (L̂n0) − (1 − pn00 )] = 0
and
❊[W 2] = var(F (L̂n0) − F (Ln0)) =
n0
N
p2n0−1(1 − p) + o( 1
N
).
The proof is left to the appendix. From the lemma, we see that the bias is
positive and of order 1
N
:
❊[p̂] − p
p
∼ 1
N
n0(1 − p)
p
.
Using the result in [7] on the asymptotic variance, we can write the following
expansion:
p̂ = p
(
1 +
1√
N
√
n0
1 − p
p
+
1 − r
r
X +
1
N
n0
1 − p
p
+ oP(
1
N
)
)
,
INRIA
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where X is a standard Gaussian variable. Of course if one does not want any
bias, then the solution is to make a first run to compute the levels, and a second
run to actually compute the probability, but we can see from the above formula
that, for the same computational cost, it is better in term of relative error to
use directly our algorithm 2 and compute the levels on the fly.
Another remark worth mentioning is that the bias is always positive, giving a
slightly over valued estimate. When we deal with catastrophic events, which is
usually the case in rare event analysis, and provide an estimate, it is not a bad
thing that the real value be a bit lower. This result will be later shown to prove
efficient by a numerical example.
4 Tuning the algorithm
4.1 Choice of the kernel K
The choice of the transition kernel K is of course critical, and in practice will
depend on the application, so that we cannot give a completely general way of
finding it. But in the case of a Gibbs measure given by a bounded potential, we
can use the Metropolis algorithm, as first proposed by [15], or a variant later
proposed by Hastings [12].
4.2 Less dependent sample
Unlike all importance sampling based methods, our algorithm gives a sample
distributed according to the real law of the rare event µn, but not independent.
This may lead to poor variance behavior in some cases.
The samples are not independent because of the splitting of successful particles.
But the effect of MKk is towards more independence among particles. Thus we
can think of iterating the kernel a fixed number of times, or until a fixed number
of particles, say 90 or 95%, have actually moved from their first position (i.e.
at least one proposed K transition has been accepted).
If we consider all the particles together, each application of the kernel can be
seen as applying a kernel (MKk )
⊗N . It is obvious from proposition 1 that (µk)
⊗N
(the joint law of an i.i.d. sample) is an invariant measure for (MKk )
⊗N . Then
from [16], Proposition 13.3.2, we get that the total variation norm between the
law of the sample as we iterate the kernel, and (µk)
⊗N , is non increasing. So
even if it is not very helpful, these iterations at least do not harm.
When the chosen kernel K is of Metropolis-Hastings type, so is MKk (with a
potential that can be infinite). Then, using [20], we can say a bit more, provided
(which is generally the case) that the kernel used for the proposed transitions is
aperiodic and irreducible. By Corollary 2 in [20], the Metropolis is also Harris
recurrent, and then by Theorem 13.3.3 in [16], we have for any initial distribution
λ
‖
∫
λ(dx)(MKk )
m(x, .) − µk‖ → 0 when m → +∞,
RR n° 6792
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where the norm is in total variation. Then we have for any initial cloud of
particles Ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξN ), and any test function (φ1, . . . , φN ),
|δΞ((MKk )⊗N )m(
N
⊗
j=1
φj) −
N
∏
j=1
µk(φj)|
= |
N
∏
j=1
(MKk )
m(φj)(ξj) −
N
∏
j=1
µk(φj)| → 0 when m → +∞.
By a standard density argument, we get that for all test functions φ on (❘d)N ,
|δΞ((MKk )⊗N )m(φ) − µ⊗Nk (φ)| → 0 when m → +∞.
This means that the more iterations we do with the kernel, the closer we get to
an independent sample.
4.3 Mixing property of the kernel K
We have written the algorithms using a unique kernel K for all the iterations.
Usually it is quite easy to construct not only one, but a family of kernel that
are all µ-symmetric, and with different mixing properties. This fact can be
useful when we see that, when applying MKk to the current particles, most of
the transitions are refused (they are below the current threshold). In this case,
we propose to change the kernel K for another one which is less mixing, that is
in some way with ”smaller steps”, thus with a lower probability to go beyond
the current level Lk. On the other hand, when almost all the transitions are
accepted, it means that the kernel is poorly mixing, and that we could decrease
the variance by choosing a kernel K that is more mixing, i.e. with ”larger steps”.
For example, in section 6.1 below, this is tuned by changing the parameter α.
5 Discussion about related works
We will not discuss here the large amount of literature on importance sampling
approach, but only focus on interacting particle approaches for the analysis of
static rare events. As far as we know, the first work where algorithm 1 was
outlined to deal with static rare events is [9]. This article is written in a much
larger framework, and thus does not deal with the practical details of our precise
setting.
More recently, and independently from the authors of the present work, a very
similar algorithm has been proposed in [3]. These authors propose a very similar
algorithm, including the use of quantiles of the cost/importance function Φ on
the swarm of particles to estimate the next level. One main difference here is
that they propose to first run the algorithm just to compute the levels, and
then restart from the beginning with the proposed levels (two stage procedure),
like in [11]. Actually we show here that computing the levels on the fly (within
the same run as the one to compute the rare event probability, see algorithm
2 above, one stage procedure) we only pay a small bias on the estimate. In
this regard the remark 3.2 page 489 of [3] might be misleading: if the levels
are chosen from start, or using a preliminary run, then the resulting probability
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estimate is unbiased, even if the level crossing probabilities are indeed dependent
(see [5]).
Note that in [3] the general construction of the kernel MKk is not addressed,
as the authors consider only examples were they can derive a Gibbs sampler
for each µk. This is mainly possible because their function Φ is linear. Note
that the authors stress that in the adaptive levels case, the resulting probability
estimate is only asymptotically unbiased. They also mention that to increase
the diversity, one can apply the MCMC move several times.
Another very similar approach was proposed in the context of combinatorial
counting in [18]. This work is focused on discrete but very large state space, and
mainly on optimization and counting problems in which µ is the uniform prob-
ability. The main difference between the proposed algorithm and ours is that,
instead of a resampling with replacement procedure, the author uses what he
calls a cloning procedure, where the number of offsprings is fixed (i.e. the same
for all the particles in the sample), but adaptive to keep the number roughly
constant. The algorithm also uses the specificity of the uniform law by removing
redundant particles after the MCMC step (actually several applications of the
MCMC transition kernel on each particle). This step is called screening. Note
also that all the intermediate positions of the MCMC steps are kept, or only a
fraction of them if he needs to improve the diversity of the sample. It should be
mentioned that the author describes a variant which combines an interacting
(cloning) particle approach with an importance sampling step using a change
of measure given by cross entropy. Finally, here again the author uses a Gibbs
sampler whose invariant law is exactly µk.
We also would like to mention that these last two papers do not provide rigorous
mathematical analysis of the convergence properties of the proposed algorithms.
6 Applications
6.1 Zero-bit watermarking
The zero-bit watermarking is a toy example where X is a Gaussian vector in
❘
d, with zero mean and identity covariance matrix, Φ(X) = 〈X,u〉‖X‖ and u is a
fixed normalized vector. Then the region A = {x ∈ ❘d s.t. Φ(x) ≥ L} is a cone
as shown on figure 1. For a Gaussian distribution, the obvious choice for the
kernel is the following. If we start from any point x, then the new position is
distributed like
x′ =
x + αW√
1 + α2
,
where W is a N (0, Id) ❘d valued random vector and α a positive number.
Note that here we can compare our estimates of the rare event probability with
the result of a numerical integration. For example, in our simulations d = 20
and L = 0.95, so that P(Φ(X) ≥ L) ≈ 4.710−11. We have run our algorithm
in this case with adaptive levels and iterations of the kernel until 90% of the
particles have moved at each step.
For several numbers of particles, we have done the complete algorithm 200
times in order to estimate the bias and variance. Figure 2 shows the rate of
convergence in N−1 for the relative bias, and figure 3 shows the convergence of
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Figure 2: Relative bias.
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Figure 3: Normalized standard deviation.
the (normalized by the rare event probability) standard deviation to minimum
achievable, which is that of i.i.d. samples at each stage, that is
√
N
(
n0
1 − p0
p0
+ r0
)
where n0 is given by equation (1), and r0 is such that P(X ∈ A) = pn00 r0 (see
[7]).
6.2 Tardos probabilistic codes
We are interested here in embedding an identifier in each copy of a purchased
content. Then a copy, maybe the result of several manipulations, or even a
collusion, is found on the web, and we want to decide whether or not it can be
originated from a certain user. The rare event will be to accuse an innocent
user to be guilty for this.
The embedded message consists of bits X = (X1, . . . , Xm), where each Xi is
independent from the others, and drawn from a Bernoulli B(pi). The pi’s are
themselves random, drawn from a given distribution with density f on [0, 1].
Then we find a copy with fingerprint y = (y1, . . . , ym) ∈ {0, 1}m. We conclude
that a user is guilty if the score
S(X) =
m
∑
i=1
yigi(Xi)
is larger than some value L, for some given functions gi’s. This approach was
proposed by Tardos in [19], where he derives good choices for f and the gi’s.
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To apply our algorithm, we need to choose the kernel K. As the Xi’s are
independent, we choose randomly r indices {j1, . . . , jr} ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, with r
being a fixed parameter. Then for each jl, we draw a new X
′
jl
independently
from B(pi).
Extensive numerical results for this type of fingerprinting using our algorithm
can be found in [6].
A Proof of lemma 1
First of all, some notation. Let Uj , j = 1, . . . , N an i.i.d. family of random
variables uniformly distributed on (0, 1). We denote by U(j) the jth largest
sample. We have then 0 ≤ U(1) ≤ · · · ≤ U(j−1) ≤ U(j) ≤ U(j+1) ≤ · · · ≤ U(N) ≤
1. For simplicity, we will assume that p0 =
k
N
for some 1 ≤ k ≤ N . Then it is
well known that (see e.g. [1] formula (2.2.20) page 14)
❊[U(N−k)] = 1 − p0. (2)
Expectation of W . We will show it is zero by induction on n0.
Case n0 = 1. F (L̂1) has the same law as U(N−k), thus the result is obvious by
equation (2).
Induction. Assume ❊[F (L̂n0−1)] = 1 − pn0−1. We use the notation:
❋(x, x′) =
F (x′) − F (x)
1 − F (x) .
Clearly, we have, with the convention L̂0 = −∞,
n0
∏
k=1
(1 −❋(L̂k−1, L̂k)) = 1 − F (L̂n0),
and thus
❊[1 − F (L̂n0)]
= ❊[
n0
∏
k=1
(1 −❋(L̂k−1, L̂k))]
= ❊[❊[1 −❋(L̂n0−1, L̂n0)|L̂n0−1]
n0−1
∏
k=1
(1 −❋(L̂k−1, L̂k))].
From lemma 5 in [7], we have for any test function ϕ,
❊[ϕ(❋(L̂n0−1, L̂n0))|L̂n0−1] = ❊[ϕ(U(N−k))],
from which we have
❊[1 −❋(L̂n0−1, L̂n0)|L̂n0−1] = ❊[1 − U(N−k)] = p0.
Thus
❊[1 − F (L̂n0)] = p0 ❊[
n0−1
∏
k=1
(1 −❋(L̂k−1, L̂k))] = pn00 ,
using the induction property for n0 − 1, which proves that W has zero mean.
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Variance of W . From the proof of theorem 2 in [7], we have
√
N
(
n0
∏
k=1
(1 −❋(L̂k−1, L̂k)) − pn00
)
D−−−−−→
N→+∞
N (0, σ2n0),
with σ2n0 = n0
1−p0
p0
p2n00 . So we have
√
N(1 − F (L̂n0) − pn00 )
D−−−−−→
N→+∞
N (0, σ2n0),
and by symmetry,
√
N(F (L̂n0) − F (Ln0))
D−−−−−→
N→+∞
N (0, σ2n0).
Which means that
var(F (L̂n0) − F (Ln0)) =
1
N
σ2n0 + o(
1
N
),
which concludes the proof.
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